
New Items March 2021 

Adult NF 

Great dialogues of Plato : complete text of The republic, The apology, Crito, Phaedo, Ion, Meno, 

Symposium / translated by W.H.D. Rouse ; with an introduction by Matthew S. Santirocco and 

a new afterword by Rebecca Newberger Goldstein. 

Capitalism : the unknown ideal / Ayn Rand ; with additional articles by Nathaniel Branden, 

Alan Greenspan, and Robert Hessen. 

Made in China : a prisoner, an SOS letter, and the hidden cost of America's cheap goods / 

Amelia Pang. 

The new retirement savings time bomb : how to take financial control, avoid unnecessary taxes, 

and combat the latest threats to your retirement savings / Ed Slott. 

Hot seat : what I learned leading a great American company / Jeff Immelt, former CEO of 

General Electric, with Amy Wallace. 

A tangled web : a cyberstalker, a deadly obsession, and the twisting path to justice / Leslie 

Rule. 

Working backwards : insights, stories, and secrets from inside Amazon / Colin Bryar and Bill 

Carr. 

Mythology : timeless tales of gods and heroes / Edith Hamilton. 

Ancient remedies : secrets to healing with herbs, essential oils, CBD, and the most powerful 

natural medicine in history / Dr. Josh Axe. 

The problem of Alzheimer's : how science, culture, and politics turned a rare disease into a crisis 

and what we can do about it / Jason Karlawish. 

My dad had that car : a nostalgic look at the American automobile, 1920-1990 / Tad Burness, 

with commentary by Matt Stone. 

Natural sheep care / Pat Coleby 

The chicken bible : say goodbye to boring chicken with 500 recipes for easy dinners, braises, 

wings, stir-fries, and so much more / America's Test Kitchen. 

Beginner's baking bible : 130+ recipes and techniques for new bakers / Heather Perine; 

photography by Helene Dujardin. 



How to fix anything : essential home repairs anyone can do. 

Coming back : how to win the job you want when you've lost the job you need / Fawn Germer. 

Backable : the surprising truth behind what makes people take a bet on you / Suneel Gupta, 

Carlye Adler. 

The complete book of woodworking. 

I can do that! Furniture projects : 20 easy & fun woodworking projects to build your skills / 

Chad Stanton. 

Golf is not a game of perfect / Bob Rotella with Bob Cullen. 

The Odyssey / Homer ; translated by Robert Fagles ; introduction and notes by Bernard Knox. 

Thermopylae : the battle that changed the world / Paul Cartledge. 

The Spartans : the world of the warrior-heroes of ancient Greece, from utopia to crisis and 

collapse / Paul Cartledge. 

Ancient Greece : from prehistoric to Hellenistic times / Thomas R. Martin. 

Innocent witnesses : childhood memories of World War II / Marilyn Yalom ; with a foreword 

by Meg Waite Clayton ; edited by Ben Yalom. 

The philosophy of Aristotle : a selection with an introduction and commentary by Renford 

Bambrough ; with a new afterword by Susanne Bobzien ; Translations by J.L. Creed and A.E. 

Wardman. 

Biographies 

Edison / Edmund Morris. 

Handprints on Hubble : an astronaut's story of invention / Kathryn D. Sullivan. 

The bona fide legend of Cool Papa Bell : speed, grace, and the Negro Leagues / Lonnie 

Wheeler. 

Books on CD 

The queen's gambit sound recording (CD)] / Walter Tevis. 

Ink and shadows [sound recording] / Ellery Adams. 

The power couple a novel  [sound recording (CD)] / Alex Berenson. 



The kaiser's web [sound recording (CD)] : a novel / Steve Berry. 

The law of innocence [sound recording (CD)] / Michael Connelly. 

Spin [sound recording (CD)] / Patricia Cornwell. 

Before she disappeared; [sound recording(CD)] : a novel / Lisa Gardner. 

The four winds [sound recording (CD)] / Kristin Hannah. 

A thousand ships [sound recording (CD)] : a novel / Natalie Haynes. 

Missing and endangered [sound recording(CD)] / J. A. Jance. 

Blink of an eye [sound recording (CD)] / Iris Johansen, Roy Johansen. 

Yellow wife / Sadeqa Johnson. 

The lost boys [sound recording (CD)] / Faye Kellerman. 

Serpentine [sound recording (CD)] / Jonathan Kellerman. 

The bazaar of bad dreams [sound recording (CD)] / Stephen King. 

Extraterrestrial : the first sign of intelligent life beyond Earth  [sound recording (CD)] / Avi 

Loeb. 

The vineyard at Painted Moon [sound recording (CD)] / by Susan Mallery. 

Faithless in death [sound recording (CD)] / J.D. Robb. 

The forever girl. 6 [Audiobook] : Wildstone / Jill Shalvis. 

 

 

 

DVDs 

Paw patrol. Rubble on the double [videorecording (DVD)]. 

Scooby-Doo! The sword and the Scoob [videorecording (DVD)] 

300 / directed by Zack Snyder 



The 300 Spartans [videorecording (DVD)]  

Alone in Berlin [videorecording 

Archenemy [videorecording (DVD)]  

Atlas shrugged. Part I [videorecording (DVD)]  

Atlas shrugged. Part II [videorecording (DVD)]  

Atlas shrugged. Part III [videorecording (DVD)]  

Billie [videorecording (DVD)]  

Born a champion [videorecording (DVD 

Das boot / Sonar Entertainment, Bavaria Fiction. 

The expendables 3 [videorecording (DVD)]  

The fountainhead [videorecording (DVD)]  

Freaky [videorecording (DVD)]  

In search of history : The Greek gods [videorecording (DVD)]  

Horizon line [videorecording (DVD)]  

Ken Burns. Here and there [videorecording (DVD)]  

Last stand of the 300 [videorecording (DVD)] : the legendary battle at Thermopylae   

The last Vermeer [videorecording (DVD)]  

Laura Ingalls Wilder : prairie to page  

Legacies. The complete second season [videorecording (DVD)]. 

Love, weddings & other disasters [videorecording (DVD)]  

Mister Rogers' Neighborhood : Mister Rogers meets new friends collection. 

Nanny McPhee and Nanny McPhee retrurns [videorecording (DVD)]  

The parallax view / director, Alan J. Pakula. 

Shakespeare & Hathaway, private investigators. Season one [videorecording (DVD)] /  

Sputnik [videorecording (DVD)]  



Wander darkly [videorecording (DVD)]  

 

Adult Fiction 

Meet me in Bombay : a novel / Jenny Ashcroft. 

The power couple / Alex Berenson. 

The Kaiser’s web / Steve Berry. 

Calder brand / Janet Dailey. 

The moonlight school : a novel / Suzanne Woods Fisher. 

The witch’s heart / Genevieve Gornichec. 

Robert Ludlum’s the Treadstone exile / Joshua Hood. 

Blink of an eye / Iris Johansen, Roy Johansen. 

Serpentine : an Alex Delaware novel / Jonathan Kellerman. 

The vineyard at painted moon / Susan Mallery. 

The nature of fragile things / Susan Meissner. 

The fountainhead / Ayn Rand ; with an afterword by Leonard Peikoff. 

The shadow box / Luanne Rice. 

Faithless in death / J.D. Robb. 

The invisible woman / Erika Robuck. 

Normal people : a novel / Sally Rooney. 

A fatal lie / Charles Todd. 

All the ways we said goodbye : a novel of the Ritz Paris / Beatriz Williams, Lauren Willig, and 

Karen White. 

Mystery 

Triple chocolate cheesecake murder / Joanne Fluke. 

Death by chocolate snickerdoodle / Sarah Graves. 



Missing and endangered : a Brady novel of suspense / J.A. Jance. 

Blood grove / Walter Mosley. 

 

Science Fiction/Fantasy 

Fairhaven rising / L.E. Modesitt, Jr. 

Out of the dark / David Weber. 

 

Inspirational 

From this moment : a novel / Kim Vogel Sawyer. 

When twilight breaks / Sarah Sundin.  

 

Graphic Novels 

300 / story & art, Frank Miller ; colors, Lynn Varley. 

Batman / writers, James Tynion IV [and others] ; artists, Guillem March [and others] ; colorists, 

Tomeu Morey [and others] ; letterers, Clayton Cowles [and others]. 

The Iliad : a graphic novel / by Gareth Hinds.  

 

Juvenile NonFiction 

My thoughts are clouds : poems for mindfulness / Georgia Heard ; illustrated by Isabel Roxas. 

The book of dares : 100 ways for boys to be kind, bold, and brave / Ted Bunch and Anna Marie 

Johnson Teague with A Call to Men. 

Race to the bottom of the Earth : surviving Antarctica / Rebecca E. F. Barone. 

Seven voyages : how China's treasure fleet conquered the sea / Laurence Bergreen & Sara Frey. 

Amari and the night brothers / B. B. Alston ; illustrations by Godwin Akpan. 



Dr. Mae Jemison : brave rocketeer / Heather Alexander ; interior illustrations by Jen Bricking. 

Lewis Latimer : engineering wizard / Denise Lewis Patrick ; interior illustrations by Daniel 

Duncan. 

Race against time : the untold story of Scipio Jones and the battle to save twelve innocent men / 

Sandra Neil Wallace & Rich Wallace. 

Baseball's leading lady : Effa Manley and the rise and fall of the Negro Leagues / Andrea 

Williams. 

Juvenile Fiction 

Ra the mighty : cat detective / by A. B. Greenfield ; illustrations by Sarah Horne. 

Ra the mighty : the great tomb robbery / by A. B. Greenfield ; illustrated by Sarah Horne. 

Ra the mighty : the crocodile caper / by A. B. Greenfield ; illustrated by Sarah Horne. 

Game changer / Tommy Greenwald. 

Darkness within / Erin Hunter. 

Nikki Tesla and the ferret-proof death ray / Jess Keating ; illustrated by Lissy Marlin. 

Nikki Tesla and the fellowship of the bling / Jess Keating ; illustrated by Lissy Marlin. 

Nikki Tesla and the traitors of the lost spark / Jess Keating ; illustrated by Lissy Marlin. 

Gem / Jane B. Mason and Sarah Hines Stephens. 

The beast and the Bethany / by Jack Meggitt-Phillips ; illustrated by Isabelle Follath. 

Middle school : field trip fiasco / James Patterson and Martin Chatterton ; illustrated by 

Anthony Lewis. 

Clean getaway / Nic Stone. 

Disney chills : fiends on the other side / Vera Strange. 

Second star to the fright / by Vera Strange. 

Cog / Greg van Eekhout ; illustrated by Beatrice Blue. 

The saddest kitten / Holly Webb ; illustrated by Sophy Williams.  

 



Easy Readers 

I am a kindness hero / by Jennifer Adams ; illustrated by Carme Lemniscates. 

The ups and downs of gravity / David A. Adler ; illustrated by Anna Raff. 

The spider who saved Christmas /   Raymond Arroyo; illustrated by Randy Gallegos. 

Cliff the failed troll : (warning: there be pirates in this book!) / Barbara Davis-Pyles ; illustrated 

by Justin Hillgrove. 

Peter Easter Frog / Erin Dealey ; illustrated by Brian G. Karas. 

My steps / by Sally Derby ; illus by Adjoa J. Burrows. 

Mixed me / by Taye Diggs ; illustrated by Shane W. Evans. 

Oona / words by Kelly DiPucchio ; pictures by Raissa Figueroa. 

Cats are a liquid / Rebecca Donnelly ; illustrated by Misa Saburi. 

How slippery is a banana peel? / Rebecca Donnelly ; illustrated by Misa Saburi. 

Big rig rescue! / Chris Gall. 

Frogs / by Gail Gibbons. 

Monarch butterfly / by Gail Gibbons. 

Alabama spitfire : the story of Harper Lee and to kill a mockingbird / written by Bethany 

Hegedus ; illustrated by Erin McGuire. 

The couch potato / written by Jory John ; illustrated by Pete Oswald. 

Goodnight, astronaut / by astronaut Scott Kelly ; with Emily Easton ; illustrated by Izzy Burton. 

No truth without Ruth : the life of Ruth Bader Ginsburg / by Kathleen Krull ; illustrated by 

Nancy Zhang. 

The fearless flights of Hazel Ying Lee / by Julie Leung, illustrated by Julie Kwon. 

Lady Bird Johnson, that’s who! : the story of a cleaner and greener America / Tracy Nelson 

Maurer ; illustrated by Ginnie Hsu. 

Perfectly Norman / Tom Percival. 

A fort on the Moon / by Maggie Pouncey ; illustrated by Larry Day. 



Cat likes red / Christopher Russo. 

DANIEL FEELS ONE STRIPE NERVOUS : INCLUDES STRATEGIES TO COPE WITH 

FEELING WORRIED / 

Alone together : a tale of friendship and hope / Julia Seal. 

The Cat in the Hat knows a lot about that! 5-minute stories collection. 

Don’t fidget a feather! / Erica Silverman; illustrated by S. D. Schindler. 

Nicky & Vera : a quiet hero of the Holocaust and the children he rescued / Peter Sais. 

Journey : based on the true story of OR7, the most famous wolf in the West / Emma Bland 

Smith ; illustrations by Robin James. 

Bronco and friends : a party to remember / Tim Tebow with A. J. Gregory ; illustrated by Jane 

Chapman. 

Lincoln clears a path : Abraham Lincoln’s agricultural legacy / Peggy Thomas, Stacy Innerst. 

Unspeakable : the Tulsa Race Massacre / Carole Boston Weatherford ; Floyd Cooper. 

Jump at the sun : the true life tale of unstoppable storycatcher Zora Neale Hurston / Alicia D. 

Williams ; illustrated by Jacqueline Alcantara. 

I wish I was a flamingo / by Jennifer BovÃ©. 

Teamwork wins! / John Cena ; cover illustrated by Howard McWilliam ; interior illustrated by 

Dave Aikins. 

Velociraptors / by Scott Emmons ; illustrated by Nikolas Ilic. 

The mystery of the dragon eggs / adapted by Maggie Testa. 

The Evil Princess vs. the Brave Knight make good choices? / by Jennifer L. Holm and Matthew 

Holm. 

Uni the unicorn brings spring : an Amy Krouse Rosenthal book / written by Candice Ransom ; 

pictures based on art by Brigette Barrager. 

Space traveler Sally Brown / by Charles M. Schulz ; written by Ximena Hastings ; illustrated by 

Scott Jeralds. 

Libby loves science :  mix and measure / by Kimberly Derting and Shelli R. Johannes ; pictures 

by Joelle Murray. 



Starstruck : the cosmic journey of Neil deGrasse Tyson / by Kathleen Krull and Paul Brewer ; 

illustrated by Frank Morrison. 

 

Juvenile Graphic Novels 

Susan B. Anthony : champion for voting rights! / by Mark Shulman ; illustrated by Kelly 

Tindall ; lettering & design by Comicraft ; cover art by Ian Churchill. 

Large Print 

Lana's war [text (large print)] / Anita Abriel. 

Mountain Laurel [text (large print)] : a kindred novel / Lori Benton. 

Matthew Johnson, US Marshal [text (large print)] / Johnny D. Boggs. 

The devil's bones [text (large print)] : a Sarah Booth Delaney mystery / Carolyn Haines. 

Blink of an eye [text (large print)] / Iris Johansen, Roy Johansen. 

Serpentine  [text (large print)] / Jonathan Kellerman. 

What's worth keeping [text (large print)] / Kaya McLaren. 

The 20th victim [text (large print)] / James Patterson and Maxine Paetro. 

City of schemes [text (large print)] : a counterfeit lady novel / Victoria Thompson. 

The price of valor [text (large print)] / Susan May Warren. 

Montana territoryl [text (large print)] / Charles G. West. 

 

Young Adult NonFiction 

The teen girl's anxiety survival guide : ten ways to conquer anxiety and feel your best / [Lucie 

Hemmen]. 

Body positive : a guide to loving your body / Emily Lauren Dick. 

Welcome to your period! / Yumi Stynes & Dr. Melissa Kang ; [illustrated by Jenny Latham]. 

Drawing with Christopher Hart : the master guide to drawing anime :  how to draw original 

characters from simple templates / Christopher Hart 



Young Adult Fiction 

City of the uncommon thief / by Lynne Bertrand. 

Permanent record : how one man exposed the truth about government spying and digital 

security / Edward Snowden. 

Real / Carol Cujec, Peyton Goddard. 

How to pack for the end of the world / Michelle Falkoff. 

All the tides of fate / Adalyn Grace. 

The fault in our stars / John Green. 

A good girl's guide to murder / Holly Jackson. 

The Ravens / Kass Morgan and Danielle Paige. 

Bloodsworn / Scott Reintgen. 

Get a clue / Tiffany Schmidt. 

The liar's guide to the night sky / Brianna R. Shrum. 

Infinity son / Adam Silvera. 


